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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the popularity and success of neural networks in research, the number of resulting commercial or industrial applications have been limited. A primary cause of this lack of
adoption is due to the fact that neural networks are usually
implemented as software running on general-purpose processors. Algorithms to implement a neural network in software
are typically O(n2 ) problems – as a result, neural networks
are unable to provide the performance and scalability required in non-academic settings.

Neural networks have captured the interest of researchers
for decades due to their superior ability over traditional
approaches for solving machine learning problems. They
are able to extract complex, underlying structure from the
statistical distribution of data by using networks of simple,
parallel processing elements. Of the many neural network
varieties, the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is a
popular architecture that is capable of unsupervised learning and data generation through stochastic processes. These
unique properties have allowed them to be successfully applied to a wide variety of research areas ranging from recognizing hand-written digits [1] to reducing the dimensionality
of data [2].

In this paper, we investigate how FPGAs can be used to
take advantage of the inherent parallelism in neural networks to provide a better implementation in terms of scalability and performance. We will focus on the Restricted
Boltzmann machine, a popular type of neural network, because its architecture is particularly well-suited to hardware
designs. The proposed, multi-purpose hardware framework
is designed to reduce the O(n2 ) problem into an O(n) implementation while only requiring O(n) resources. The framework is tested on a Xilinx Virtex II-Pro XC2VP70 FPGA
running at 100MHz. The resources support a Restricted
Boltzmann machine of 128 × 128 nodes, which results in a
computational speed of 1.02GCPS and a speed-up of 35 fold
over an optimized C program running on a 2.8GHz Intel
processor.
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Keywords
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However, there are significant difficulties in adapting current
applications to commercial or industrial settings because
software implementations on general purpose processors lack
the required performance and scalability. Sequential processors iterate through every connection in the network, which
increases complexity quadratically with respect to the number of processing elements. As a result, software programs
of large RBMs are unable to satisfy the real-time constraints
required to solve real world problems. Furthermore, every
processing element only utilizes a small fraction of the processor’s resources, exacerbating the performance bottleneck
and limiting its cost-effectiveness.
To address these issues, a hardware RBM framework is being
designed for Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). By
taking advantage of the inherent parallelism in neural networks, a high-performance system capable of applications
beyond academic settings can be realized.
The balance of this section provides motivation for using
FPGAs and related work. Section 2 gives some background
on RBMs and Section 3 describes the RBM architecture being developed. The results and analysis of this work are
presented in Section 4 and concluding remarks are given in
Section 5

1.1 Motivation for FPGA implementation
There have been many attempts to create hardware implementations to speed up the performance of neural networks [3], [4]. A range of approaches have been attempted,
from analog computers to VLSI systems, and they have not
resulted in widely used hardware. These systems are usually
plagued with a variety of problems including lack of resolution, limited network size, and difficult to use or no software

interface [5].
In addition to difficulties with the hardware platform, another common problem is the choice of neural network architectures – most architectures are not particularly well suited
for hardware systems. The most common type of neural network is the feed-forward/back-propagation architecture [6],
[7]. Although this architecture is popular and has many
applications, the processing elements require real number
arithmetic, hardware intensive components such as multipliers and accumulators, as well as complex transfer functions.
As a result, each processing element requires significant resources, which restricts the scalability of implementation.
The common solution is to achieve parallelism by creating a
customized pipeline similar to the super-scalar design used
by processors. The pipeline is then replicated as necessary –
unfortunately, this approach does not result in enough parallelism and speed-up to justify the cost and effort of using
such systems.
In comparison, RBMs are well suited for hardware implementations. First, RBMs can use data types that map well
to hardware. The node states are binary-valued – the properties of binary arithmetic ensures that operations can be
done with simple gates instead of multipliers. Next, RBMs
do not require high precision. Thus, fixed-point arithmetic
units can be used to reduce resource utilization and increase
processing speed. The simplicity in the architecture allows
for clever hardware design, providing scalability and parallelism.
In particular, FPGAs have many advantages over other hardware platforms for RBM implementations. FPGAs are growing rapidly, allowing entire systems to be implemented on a
single chip. In addition to the raw fabric, FPGAs have numerous hard components, including on-board RAM, DSP
units, I/O transceivers and even processors, which aid in
designing full-scale systems.
However, the most important aspect of FPGAs is reconfigurability. Since the topology of the network defines its
application – the arrangement of processing elements will
dictate the capabilities and behaviour of the network. Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) implementations
must balance the trade-off between performance and versatility, and since a general solution is highly unoptimized, this
trade-off is a serious concern. Being able to design on a reconfigurable system allows hardware to be generated to suit
the exact required topology thus, optimizing performance
without sacrificing versatility.

2.

RESTRICTED BOLTZMANN MACHINE
THEORY

This section briefly describes the terminology, mathematical
background and procedure that is involved in the mechanics
of RBMs. Additional details, including the historical development and statistical motivation, can be found in [8],
[9].
A RBM is a generative, stochastic neural network architecture. It is used to model the statistical behaviour of a
particular set of data – given a distribution of patterns, the
network will be able to build an internal model that is capable of recognizing new data from the same distribution.

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of a Restricted
Boltzmann machine with labelled components.
Furthermore, the internal model allows the network to generate data from that distribution; this property is called
generative.
The RBM is stochastic because it uses a probabilistic approach to model data. To capture the statistical properties
of a data set, the RBM determines their probability distribution through the aid of some statistical processes. These two
properties, generative and stochastic, makes RBMs unique
in their architecture as well as their applications, when compared to other neural networks.
Like all neural networks, the RBM is capable of learning.
Rather than setting all of the parameters manually, the
learning rules can be applied to iteratively set the parameters according to a given data set. Thus, the RBM is processed on a set of data vectors, called the training data. The
RBM repeatedly processes the training data until it is able
to reproduce the desired effect. At this stage, the RBM is
sufficiently trained. For verification, a new set of previously
unexposed data vectors, called the test data, can be used to
confirm its behaviour.
The RBM was conceived as an amalgamation of ideas from
neural network and statistical mechanics – as a result, the
terminology is derived from both these otherwise distinct
fields. In neural networks, processing elements are often
referred to as nodes. The nodes have binary states: they
can either be on or off. A RBM consists of two layers of
nodes, the visible layer and a hidden layer. The visible layer
is used for input/output access while the hidden layer acts as
an internal representation of the data for the network. There
are connections between every node in opposite layers, and
no connections between any nodes in the same layer. Each of
these connections have an associated weight, which provides
the learning parameters for the RBM.
The following notation system will be used: vi and hj are
the binary states of the ith and jth node in the visible and
hidden layer, respectively; wi,j is the connection weight between the ith and jth node. The terminology and notation
is summarized in a schematic representation in Fig. 1.

2.1 Alternating Gibbs sampling
Alternating Gibbs sampling (AGS) is the operating process
for the RBM. It is the basis for data generation as well as
learning [10]. AGS is divided into two phases, the generate
and reconstruct phases. During the generate phase, the visible layer is clamped to determine the hidden layer, while in
the reconstruction phase, the hidden layer is clamped to generate the visible layer. To begin the process, an initial data

Figure 3: A plot of a Sigmoid and Threshold function for a variety of temperatures.
Figure 2: A schematic diagram of the alternating Gibbs sampling for three phases. Uninitialized
nodes are white, clamped nodes are black, and computed nodes are grey.
vector is placed in the visible layer and the generate phase
is utilized. The phases are numbered in counting succession,
starting with one for the first generate phase. To differentiate nodes between phases, the node states will be indexed
with the phase number as a superscript. A schematic representation of this process is summarized in Fig. 2.
To understand how the node states are determined, the concept of global energy must first be introduced. Any relation
to a physical manifestation of energy is lost during the translation from statistical mechanics: it is best to think of the
energy as simply a numeric value that the network attempts
to minimize through stochastic functions. The energy is defined in Eq. 1.
X
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To determine the node state, a uniformly random variable
must be sampled against the cumulative distribution function. Another artifact of the statistical mechanics origins
is the parameter T , or the temperature of the system. Although the temperature has a big role in the learning process, for the moment, it should be considered as a parameter
that controls the slope of the curve, as shown in Fig. 3.
Occasionally, the probabilistic approach might be undesirable for a variety of reasons. Instead, a deterministic function can be used: as the temperature approaches zero, the
sigmoid function approaches a threshold function (Eq. 6 and
Eq. 7). By using the threshold function, the node states can
be determined directly from the energies without any random processes.
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Because the connections only exist between nodes of opposite layers, the energy can be redefined as a sum of partial
energies, depending on which AGS phase is being computing. The generate and reconstruct phase use Eq. 2 and Eq. 3,
respectively.
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The formulation of the partial energies is important because
it is clear that the global energy can be determined by setting the node states independently of all other nodes in the
same layer. Thus, the node states can be set as a function
of the associated partial energies. To generate a statistical
model, a stochastic process must be used: the node states
have a cumulative distribution function of a logistic/sigmoid
function (Eq. 4 and Eq. 5).
1
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2.2 Learning
One of the primary reasons for developing neural networks
is their capability for machine learning, and as a result the
learning rules for RBM are of great interest [11]. In review,
the weight values provide a parameter space that will dictate the energies and subsequently the node states. Thus, to
obtain a desired behaviour for a given data set, the weights
must be altered with respect to the data. Instead of attempting to minimize the energy for a single AGS phase, if
the weights are selected so that they generate the minimum
energy for the entire training set, then it follows that the
RBM will behave idealistically according to the statistical
properties of the data. To find the minimum, the energy is
differentiated with respect to the individual weights (Eq. 8).
´
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In this notation, the h. . . iX represents the expected values
of the Xth AGS phase for the entire training set.

(4)
(5)

For analytic solutions, when the partial derivative is zero,
a local maxima or minima occurs. However, an analytic
solution may not be appropriate, thus, a numeric approach is

used. The derivative shows the direction of steepest descent,
and thus, the weights must be iteratively modified in the
direction of steepest descent evaluated at the end of every
training set.
This formulation raises several important points. First, to
properly descend the gradient, the expected values of the
node interactions are required over the entire data set; this
is called batch learning. However, for large batches, this
make take a significant amount of time. As a result, the
batch can be divided into smaller groups, called mini-batch
learning, which allows the weights to be updated for fewer
data vectors. If the mini-batch only includes a single data
vector, this is referred to as on-line learning.
Next, the formal definition of the gradient descent requires
the node states from the infinite AGS phase. Because this
is impractical, researchers have found that the infinite AGS
phase can be replaced with a small finite number. This process is called contrastive-divergence learning, and is labelled
CDX, where X is the Xth AGS phase. RBMs have been
successfully trained with the lowest possible unique AGS
phase (CD3).
Finally, the temperature reappears in the gradient descent
as a scalar parameter. Thus, the temperature can be used
to control the rate of weight updates by scaling both the sigmoid cumulative distribution function as well as the weight
updates. Furthermore, the temperature can be modified in
between batches to enhance the learning rate in a process
called simulated annealing [12], [10].
Although these learning algorithm shortcuts deviate from
the gradient, they greatly enhance operating speed and are
widely popular. The learning rules are updated in Eq. 9-10,
with a batch of l vectors, and k batches and ǫ = 1/T
“
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2.3 Matrix notation
For ease of understanding and computation, Eq. 1-10 can be
reformulated using matrix expressions. The basic notation
must be redefined. For a RBM of i visible nodes and j hidden nodes, the visible and hidden layers will be represented
respectively as:
X
X
X
1×j
vlX = [v0X . . . vi−1
] ∈ B1×i , hX
l = [h0 . . . hj−1 ] ∈ B

Thus, for the visible and hidden layers for an entire batch
can be written as:
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7
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The weights can also be formulated as:
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Then, the Eq. 1-10 can be reformulated as:
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Where f (·) is the transfer function applied element-wise to
the matrix – it can either the sigmoid function random variable test (Eq. 4-5) or the threshold function (Eq. 6-7).

2.4 Complexity Analysis
To understand why sequential processors are not well suited
for RBM implementations, the algorithm to implement Eq. 1115 must be analyzed. A pseudocode sketch of the algorithm
is summarized in Fig. 4.
for every batch :
visible[] = get_datavector(batch)
for every AGS_phase :
if AGS_phase is odd :
# Energy compute Eq.14 - 2 loops -> O(n^2)
for every hidden_node :
for every visible_node :
energy[j] += visible[i]*weight[i][j]
# Node select Eq.12 - 1 loop -> O(n)
for every hidden_node :
hidden[j] = transfer_function(energy[j])
else :
# Energy compute Eq.13 - 2 loops -> O(n^2)
for every visible_node :
for every hidden_node :
energy[i] += hidden[j]*weight[i][j]
# Node select Eq.11 - 1 loop -> O(n)
for every visible_node :
visible[i] = transfer_function(energy[i])
# Weight update Eq.15 - 2 loops -> O(n^2)
if ABS_phase == 1 :
for every visible_node :
for every hidden_node :
weight_update[i][j] += visible[i] * hidden[j]
else if ABS_phase == ABS_limit :
for every visible_node :
for every hidden_node :
weight_update[i][j] -= visible[i] * hidden[j]
# Weight update Eq.15 - 2 loops -> O(n^2)
for every visible_node :
for every hidden_node :
weight[i][j] += learning_rate/batch * weight_update[i][j]

Figure 4: A Python-like pseudocode sketch of the
algorithm required to process a RBM
For ease of analysis, the restriction that the RBM must have
symmetric layers will be applied (i = j = n). By simply
tracing the loops in Fig. 4, the complexity analysis of the
algorithm is straightforward. For a more detailed look, the
algorithm is divided into three sections by their computation; node select(Eq. 11-12), energy compute (Eq. 13-14),
and weight update (Eq. 15). The complexity of these individual sections is summarized in Table 1.

Procedure
Node select
Energy compute
Weight update

Complexity
O(n)
O(n2 )
O(n2 )

Equation
11, 12
13, 14
15

Table 1: The complexity analysis for each section of
the RBM algorithm

scalable within an FPGA, but across multiple FPGAs
as well.
Performance The FPGA implementation must be significantly faster than any software implementation. For
hardware systems, the time and effort required for development and end-user application, is much higher
than software implementations, and thus, the performance must be significantly faster to justify building
hardware.
These two goals drive the design decision of the RBM architecture on an FPGA. In addition, since the RBM operation is well defined, the computational hardware can be
controlled through a finite state machine, removing the need
for complex processors.

Figure 5: A schematic diagram of a dual layered
Restricted Boltzmann machine.

2.5 Layered networks
RBMs only have one layer of hidden nodes, and as a result,
are only able to capture first order statistics. The underlying structure in a given set of data may require higher-order
statistics for complete description, and thus, a single layer
RBM will be insufficient. However, increasingly complex
structures can be modelled by layering RBMs so that the
hidden layer of one is the visible layer of another. This process of stacking RBMs can be done indefinitely to increase
the modelling capabilities as long as the number of nodes
match. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.
The layering of the RBM modifies the operating and learning algorithms slightly – the individual RBMs operate in the
exact same way; there is just a macro-algorithm to organize
when the RBMs operate with respect to each other. However, this section is only meant to introduce the basic concepts of RBMs. The idea of layered RBMs is raised because
a hardware architecture must support this highly popular algorithm. Further details are left to a more advanced paper
on this matter [1].

3.

RESTRICTED BOLTZMANN MACHINE
FPGA ARCHITECTURE

Before the FPGA architecture is described, the two primary
goals of the project will be outlined:
Scalable The FPGA implementation must be scalable with
respect to both resources and performance - the design
should fully utilize any hardware resources and the performance should benefit from any additional resources.
Specifically, an O(n) resource utilization is desirable
with performance that scales with O(n) as well. The
resources in an FPGA are growing fast and the implementation must be able to take advantage of the additional resources from new technology. Furthermore,
there is an increasing trend for high-performance computing to include multiple FPGAs. In preparation for
future systems, the implementation must not only be

The FPGA implementation currently consists of two hardware cores: the Restricted Boltzmann Machine Core (RBMC)
and the Node Select Core (NSC). The decision to divide
the system into a number of hardware cores is motivated
by the desire to increase multi-FPGA scalability – although
the work presented here is developed on a single FPGA, the
implementation framework is designed for large system scalability. The cores communicate with each other and the software front-end using the Message Passing Interface (MPI).
An example of a single FPGA implementing a single RBM
engine is shown in Fig. 6. It uses a hardware variant of the
Message Passing Interface (MPI) called TMD-MPI [13].
The MPI communication network enables large system integration. MPI is a message-based communication specification that is used in a variety of high-performance applications. Of the many distributed communication protocols, it was decided that the MPI approach would be best
suited for this implementation for several reasons. First,
its widespread popularity in the scientific computing community means many of the target end-users will have some
familiarity with this system. Next, since the data vectors
will need to be retrieved from a shared file system or a sensor, a processor with any MPI implementation provides a
software abstraction layer that allows for easy integration.
Finally, the MPI protocol allows for the implementation to
be scaled across multiple FPGAs. By connecting the appropriate hardware cores, an extremely large RBM can be
implemented on a collection of FPGAs.
The implementation uses two different hardware cores from
TMD-MPI. The PowerPC processor uses a plb mpe, which
resides on the Processor Local Bus (PLB), while the two
hardware cores use the tmd mpe. These hardware interfaces
allow the cores to communicate through a low-latency and
high-bandwidth communication network with little resource
and computational overhead.
In addition to understanding the hierarchical structure, it is
also important to explain how the RBM operation (Eq. 1115) can be accelerated at an architectural level. The most
obvious approach would be to adapt some existing FPGA
matrix accelerated hardware; however, the implementations
often use some form of super-scalar pipeline to achieve a
basic level of parallelism. Since the RBM operation is well
defined and these cores can utilize all the FPGA resources,
an architecture that takes more advantage of the parallelism

Figure 7: A block diagram of how the RBMC is
organized

Figure 6: A block diagram of a single FPGA implementation. The processor and two hardware cores
are connected though various interfaces used to support TMD MPI.

can be designed. Thus, the basic principle behind the performance speed-up is to achieve a massively parallel vectoroperator that can reduce the time complexity of the system
from O(n2 ) to O(n) by operating on an entire row of the
weight matrix simultaneously. Furthermore, rather than attempting to operate on the entire batch as defined by Eq. 1115, the FPGA implementation calculates a single data vector
and stores its contribution in memory. As the implementation finishes iterating through the batch, the weight updates
are committed to the weights and cleared for the next batch.
This redefines the problem as vector-matrix calculations as
opposed to the matrix-matrix formulations.

3.1 Restricted Boltzmann machine core
The Restricted Boltzmann Machine core (RBMC) is the primary computational core of the FPGA implementation. The
RBMC is designed specifically to take advantage of the data
locality of the weight – as a result, it is responsible for calculating partial energies and updating weights (Eq. 11-12
and 15). Recalling the complexity analysis (Table 1), these
are the O(n2 ) sections that must be reduced to O(n). Furthermore, the transmission of weights requires O(n2 ) words,
while transmitting the partial energies or the layers are only
O(n). This core itself is divided into three components: the
memory organization, the energy compute engine and the
weight update compute engine. A summary of how these
cores are connected and what data needs to be transferred
is described in Fig. 7.

3.1.1 Capabilities and Limitations
To achieve a significant speed-up, rather than attempting
to create hardware to suit the computational problem, it
is far more efficient to restrict the computation problem in
a manner that is well-suited for hardware design. Because
FPGAs are reconfigurable, this approach is acceptable because the restrictions can be overcome through additional
hardware. The following is a description of the limitations,
their desired effect, and how they will be overcome.

• The weights will be stored with a 32-bit fixed-point
representation. A fixed-point representation is desirable because the simplified arithmetic units require less
resources and are faster. This is acceptable since 32bits provide sufficient resolution so that floating point
units are not required.
• The layers must be symmetric; the number of nodes
in the visible and hidden layers must be the same
(i = j = n). This maximizes hardware usage since
the same hardware can be used to calculate the local
energies (Eq. 13-14). To understand how this limitation is acceptable, two cases must be analyzed: nearly
symmetric RBMs and vastly asymmetric RBMs.
– For nearly symmetric RBMs (i ∼ j), the larger
layer size will be instantiated. The relative cost
of wasting resources is negligible compared to the
speed-up achieved. To ensure proper functionality, all the associated weights of non-existing
nodes should be set to zero.
– For vastly asymmetric RBMs (i ≫ j or i ≪ j),
two RBMCs will be instantiated. First, it is important to remember that the RBMC achieves it
performance by taking advantage of the locality
of the weights. Weights are both plentiful and
relatively large – as a result, it is undesirable
to transmit them since this requires 32n2 bits of
bandwidth. Instead, if all the weights are kept
local to the RBMCs, a duplicate system can be
achieved by running two RBMCs in parallel and
adding additional logic to ensure that the layers
remain coherent.
• The number of nodes in a layer must be a power of two
(n = 2a ). Specific hardware, such as binary trees, can
take advantage of this constraint for maximum speedup for a given resource utilization. This is acceptable
because the number of nodes have approximately this
resolution and exact numbers are not mandatory.
• Batch sizes must be a power of two (l = 2b ). This is
desirable because calculating the weight update accumulation (Eq. 10) requires a division that can be implemented by an arithmetic bit shift only if this constraint is satisfied. This is acceptable because batch
sizes can be chosen within this resolution.
• CD values and learning rates are software inputs. This
is a benefit rather than a limitation since it provides

Figure 9: A circuit diagram of the binary adder tree
set for Eq. 13.

Figure 8: The BRAM-based matrix transpose data
structure for a n = 4 example. a) This is the organization of the weights in the standard matrix. The
index under the weights corresponds to the BRAM
and address of that weight. Notice how no BRAM
has two elements on the same row or column. b)
This is a reorganization of the weights in BRAM
formation. c) A depiction of a row-wise access to
the weights organized by the BRAM ports. k is
a counter indicating the row access. Notice how
every row has the same elements as a row in the
weight matrix. d), A depiction of a column-wise
or (transpose row-wise access) to the weights organized by the BRAM ports. Notice how every row
has the same elements as a column in the weight
matrix. The formulation for the proper addresses
are included.
the end-user the ability to update the learning rate and
CD values without hardware updates.

3.1.2 Memory core
The design of the RBMC revolves around the memory core
since the compute engines would be memory bandwidth limited otherwise; for a 128 × 128 hardware RBM running at
100MHz, the peak bandwidth usage is 205GB/s. As a result, the system takes advantage of the hardware distributed
Block RAMs (BRAM) on the FPGA – the BRAMs have
low latency and collecting them in parallel provides a highbandwidth port to support the compute engines.
The memory core is organized into storing five variables.
There are two sets of registers for the visible and hidden
nodes to allow for parallel access to all the nodes simultaneously. There are two sets of BRAMs: one for weight
storage and one for weight update accumulation. All of
the BRAMs are also dual-ported, allowing them to be written and read simultaneously as long as address conflicts are
avoided. There is a single BRAM for storing the partial energies; only a single BRAM is required since the compute

engine and the communication can only support serial data
transfer. For the majority of the variables, the design and
access to the memory hierarchy is straightforward.
However, access to the weight BRAMs provides an integrated data structure that is essential to obtaining performance speed-up. To calculate the energies, the weight matrix must be transposed (Eq. 13). There are a number of
assumptions that can be safely made to allow for the use
of this data structure. First, the computation requires a
matrix-matrix operation to be done in hardware in a rowor column-wise manner; there will be no random access to an
individual row or column in the matrix. The next assumption is that there are a lot of BRAMs; to reduce the O(n2 )
single memory accesses to O(n) vector access, n BRAMs
must be dedicated to implement this system. The final assumption is that a non-standard element order in the vector
is acceptable. As long as the non-standard of order can be
predicted, the compute engine can account for it. Although
a group of multiplexers can be used to ensure a standard order, this is extremely resource intensive. However, because
the elements in the visible and hidden layers are only binary
states, it is far easier to manipulate them to fit the nonstandard organization. The actual operation of the transposing data structure is described in Fig. 8.

3.1.3 Energy compute engine
The energy compute engine is responsible for calculating
the energies (Eq. 13-14). To complete the vector-matrix
operation, it requires one of the layers and the weights. At
every clock cycle, the compute engine multiplies the vector
layer with one of the columns or rows in the weight matrix
to generate a scalar element in the column of the energy
matrix. Because of the restrictions defined in Section 3.1.1
and the binary states of the nodes, the computation can be
done with just AND gates, multiplexers and registered fixedpoint adders. The binary tree of adders effectively reduces
a O(n2 ) time complexity to O(n), while only requiring O(n)
resources. A circuit diagram of the binary adder is described
in Fig. 9.

3.1.4 Weight update compute engine
The weight update compute engine has two roles: to keep
track of the weight update term for the entire batch as well
as committing the weights and clearing the update terms
(Eq. 15). During the first and last Alternating Gibbs Sampling phase, the weight update compute engine reads both
layer registers in parallel and accumulates the learning rates.
When the entire batch is complete, the weight update accumulation is then committed to the weights. These operations only require AND-gates, multiplexers and fixed-point
arithmetic units. Since the memory is updated in parallel,
the time complexity is reduced from O(n2 ) to O(n), while
only requiring O(n) resources.

3.2 Node select core
The Node Select Core (NSC) is the secondary compute core
of the system. It is responsible for calculating the node
states based on the partial energies (Eq. 11-12). Unlike the
RBMC, which uses internal memory to alleviate bandwidth
limitations, the NSC is designed to provide the maximum
throughput within the limitations of the communication network – the communication network is limited to transferring
a single word per cycle and cannot be further parallelized.
In addition, the software implementation already has a time
complexity of O(n) (Table 1). This coupled with the transmission limitations makes it difficult and necessary to further decrease the complexity.
However, the goal is to ensure maximum data throughput
while minimizing resources. This is achieved by creating a
streaming pipeline; this implementation does not require the
storage of any data and ensures maximum data throughput.
At the moment, only the threshold function has been implemented (Eq. 6-7). Although there is nothing prohibitive
about a hardware sigmoid cumulative distribution function
(Eq. 4-5), its design and implementation would have added
unnecessary complexity to the prototype. However, there
are plans to incorporate the sigmoid in the next phase of
the project.

3.2.1 Threshold select compute engine
The threshold select compute engine is ideal for the prototype system since it is very easy to implement while still
providing an acceptable learning rule. Because the partial
energies are 32-bit fixed-point numbers, the streaming logic
only needs to check the sign bit of each incoming energy to
determine the node state.

4.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Unfortunately, there is a lack of a standardized benchmark
for comparing FPGA implementations. The majority of
hardware accelerated platforms are designed for a specific
application in mind. As a result, an in-house application is
often used as a point of comparison.
Since there are no widely available benchmarks, a custom
software application is used. Due to the research based nature of development, most neural network implementations
are written in MATLAB. The MATLAB RBM algorithm in
an available database for a popular handwritten digit recognition RBM is used as the basis for a software benchmark
written in C [2]. The results of the benchmark are verified

Figure 10: The resource utilization with respect to
the Xilinx Virtex II-Pro XC2VP70 FPGA.
against the MATLAB implementation, and any subsequent
hardware implementation must replicate the results. The
benchmark is compiled with gcc version 4.3.1 with optimization level 2. An Intel Pentium 4 processor running Debian
at 2.8GHz with 2GB of DDR RAM is the baseline machine.
The hardware platform is implemented on a single Xilinx
Virtex II-Pro XC2VP70 FPGA. The layout used in Fig. 6
is synthesized. The standalone PowerPC processor is responsible for retrieving the initial data and sending it to the
hardware cores. The PowerPC is running at 300MHz while
the hardware cores are running at 100MHz. Layer sizes of
n = {32, 64, 128} were synthesized and tested – the 32 × 32
RBM is considered the limit of efficient implementation and
the size is increased in powers of two until resources become
the limit.
In terms of the goals outlined in Section 3, scalability and
performance are measured quantitatively. For scalability,
the number of BRAMs, Flip-Flops (FFs), and Look-up Tables (LUTs) are recorded. For performance, the lack of a
standard neural network metric raises some issues. For comparing two different implementations of the same architecture, the update period is a simple and effective metric. The
update period is the time it takes for the implementation
to complete a single batch of data. The speed-up will be
measured by the ratio described in Eq. 16, where S is the
speed-up, and Thw and Tsw are the update periods for the
hardware and software implementations, respectively.
S=

Tsw
Thw

(16)

However, an absolute measure of performance is also desirable. Although it is unable to account for the differences
in neural network architectures, a common metric for computational performance is the number of Connections per
Seconds (CPS) that an implementation can compute [4] –
described by Eq. 17, where n is the layer size count and T
is the update period.
CPS =

n2
T

(17)

Component
RBMC
NSC
FIFOs
switch
tmd mpe
plb mpe

Qty
1
1
18
3
2
1

FFs
30403 (45%)
48 (0%)
126 (0%)
387 (0%)
576 (0%)
1071 (1%)

LUTs
29885 (45%)
100 (0%)
792 (1%)
1737 (3%)
1724 (1%)
2580 (3%)

BRAMs
257 (78%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
4 (1%)
2 (0%)

Table 2: The distribution of resources for the 128 ×
128 RBM on the XC2VP70 with the percentage of
total FPGA utilization in brackets. The values represent the combined utilization of every instance.
The table is divided into compute cores and network
resources.

For the software program, the function gettimeofday() in the
standard C time.h library is used to time stamp the software
implementation at the beginning and end of every batch. For
the hardware implementation, the PowerPC used the MPI
function MPI TIME() to time stamp every batch.

Figure 11: The distribution of time used by the
hardware implementation for communication and
computation. Each axis represents the time elapsed
during one update period with the total time
recorded underneath.
The results are obtained
through a behavioural simulation. The a) and b)
diagrams are for the 32 × 32 and the 128 × 128 RBMs,
respectively.

4.1 Scalability
In the implementation of this prototype, only a single FPGA
design is developed and tested. Multi-FPGA scalability will
be undertaken as future work.
The resource utilization with respect to the RBM layer size
count is summarized in Fig. 10. All three components maintain the desirable O(n) complexity, which is important for
ensuring scalability for FPGAs with additional fabric.
The distribution of resources for the 128×128 RBM is shown
in Table 2. The majority of resource utilization is due to
the RBMC – the NSC and the network infrastructure have
a light weight design which adds a small resource overhead.

4.2 Communication to computation ratio
As with all parallel applications, the communication to computation ratio plays a critical role in the performance of the
design. The distribution of communication and computation components for the 32 × 32 and 128 × 128 RBMs with
an on-line, CD3 learning algorithm are shown in Fig. 11.
The PowerPC to hardware communication creates a significant overhead – although the transmission of data occurs
rapidly, there is a large software overhead to prepare the
MPI function calls.
Fig. 11 shows that the MPI software communication overhead for the PowerPC is significant and reducing communication to computation ratio would result in greater speedups. However, the communication overhead is constant with
respect to node size and there are two methods that can be
used to minimize the ratio. First, the number of CD learning
cycles can be increased – for every data set, the hardware
system will process it for a greater period of time. Thus,
higher CD values allow for more computation for the same
software overhead. The next method would involve increasing the batch size – the majority of the MPI calls are only
required at the beginning of each batch (denoted by the grey
boxes in Fig. 11). Since less communication is required for
each data vector, having more vectors for each batch results
in a smaller ratio.

Figure 12: The update periods for the FPGA and
software implementations.

4.3 Performance
The respective update periods and speed-up for a number
of CDX parameters are shown in Fig. 12 and 13, respectively. Fig 12 shows that the software implementation has
the expected O(n2 ) complexity, while the hardware implementation has the desired O(n) scaling. This results in a
speed-up of O(n2 ), seen in Fig. 13. Specifically, the 128×128
RBM’s performance is measured at 1.02GCPS, resulting in
a speed-up of 35 fold over the software benchmark.
Both of the scalability results have important implications
about the future of this framework since newer generations
of FPGAs will allow for larger RBM instantiations. Moore’s
Law states that the number of transistors on a chip doubles
every 18 months. For processors, the additional transistors
result in additional cores – however, increased parallelism at
the core-level will not able to reduce the computation complexity of the problem. On the other hand, the additional
transistors results in increased FPGA fabric: the O(n) scalability can be utilized at every new generation to take advan-

rocomputer. Additional future avenues of research include
how this architecture can be modified to provide the scalability and performance for a range of neural network systems.
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